BERCMAN TECHNOLOGIES AS

SMART
PEDESTRIAN
CROSSWALK

Mart Suurkask, CEO
"In order to be better prepared for the next revolution in transportation, there must be traffic safety
related products supporting and guiding all different
kind of vehicles - connected vehicles, regular vehicles, autonomous and automated vehicles. There is
general consensus that in order to make successful
transition to a fully autonomous traffic environment
to happen, we need to get vehicles connected and
supported by digital and physical solutions in the
surrounding environment. It is paramount to understand that traffic related fatalities will be eliminated only by reducing human driving input and corresponding error factor to an absolute minimum.”

Bercman Technologies is a company designing, developing and manufacturing innovative
products to make traffic safer and accelerate the progress towards self-driving vehicles. The
company's vision is to become a leading partner for clients in Cooperative Intelligent Transportation Systems (C-ITS) market. C-ITS solutions enable increased traffic safety through
automated communication between infrastructure and connected vehicles.
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THE PROBLEM

THE PROBLEM &
STATISTICS
ACCIDENTS ON AND AROUND CROSSWALKS
Approximately 1.35 million people die each year as a result of
road traffic crashes. More than half of all road traffic deaths
occur among vulnerable road users (VRU): pedestrians,
cyclists, and motorcyclists. Injuries from road traffic are also
the leading cause of death for children and young adults aged
5-29 years. Road traffic crashes cost most countries 3% of their
gross domestic product.

to vehicle-pedestrian crashes at uncontrolled crossings. The
only sources of information are general statistics and/or police
reports on separate accidents. As a result, accidents analyses
end up in marginal sample sizes and do not give statistically
significant findings.

The United Nations 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development has set a target
of halving the global number of deaths and
injuries from road traffic crashes by 2030.
As the long-time economic burden from road accidents is
significant, many countries are looking to implement innovative
solutions that could minimize the number of these incidents.

ASSESSMENT, SPEED & LAW ENFORCEMENT

Every year, more than 135,000 people
are seriously injured and 25,000 killed
on European roads. The socio-economic
consequences of this alone are estimated at
EUR 120 billion annually for the EU alone.

The current traffic management measures are not sufficient to
avoid serious accidents. They are rather passive or require input
from the road users. These measures are not able to assess the
traffic situation to notify road users and are also not ready for
emerging self-driving car market. They do not provide any useful
data nor call for help in case of an accident.

Accidents with vulnerable road users occur mostly in densely
populated areas, in particular on uncontrolled crossings.
This type of pedestrian crossing is the most problematic, as
pedestrians are given priority and trend to behave hazardous in
situations when drivers do not see them.

Delays in detecting and providing care for those involved in a road
traffic crash increase the severity of injuries. Treatment of injuries
after a crash is extremely time-sensitive: delays of minutes can
make the difference between life and death. Currently no crash
reporting infrastructure exists.

The mostly affected demographic groups involve children and
young adults up to approximately 16 years of age as well as
elderly people (approximately from 60 years of age). These
groups are mostly prone to irrational spontaneous decisions
that are unpredictable to drivers.

Also, if traffic laws on letting pedestrians cross the road, drinkdriving, seat-belt wearing, speed limits, helmets, and jaywalking
are not enforced, they cannot bring about the expected reduction
in road traffic fatalities and injuries related to specific behaviours.
This would require a lot of enforcers.

Wrong decisions made by road users, attributed to the lack of
information about the traffic environment, can be considered to
be the primary cause of traffic accidents.
There is not enough scientific knowledge about what leads

Sources: European Commission "Road safety in the European Union" (April
2018) & World Health Organization (WHO) "Road traffic injuries" https://www.
who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/road-traffic-injuries (Dec 2018)

THE STATISTICS

DISTRIBUTION OF FATALITIES BY ROAD USER TYPE BY WHO REGION (WORLD)
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Driver/passenger
of 4 wheeled vehicles
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Although pedestrians, cyclists and riders of motorized two- and
three-wheelers are more vulnerable as a result of being less
protected than car occupants, the heavy burden of deaths borne
by these road users vulnerable road users in many parts of the
world, many of whom cannot afford or do not have access to
the safest vehicles, they are still largely ignored in the planning,
design and operation of roads. In many countries, roads still
lack separate lanes for cyclists or adequate crossings for
pedestrians and allow motor vehicle speeds that are too high.
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Source: WHO, "Global status report on road safety" (2018)

AVERAGE PEDESTRIAN DEATHS
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Most pedestrians are killed in winter, and especially in December, while there are relatively few road fatalities among them in summer. The reason for
the increase in pedestrian fatalities from 6% of the annual total in April to 13% in December is probably due to hours of daylight and darkness. The
number of pedestrian fatalities in December is almost twice as high as in June. Up to 75% of pedestrian accidents in USA take place during nighttime.
Source : European Commission: Mobility and Transport, "ROAD SAFETY IN THE EUROPEAN UNION" (April 2018) and FARS (2016).
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Source: Governors Highway Safety Association, FARS & US Department of Transportation "Traffic safety facts. 2017" (Oct 2018)
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THE SOLUTION

THE SOLUTION

SMART
PEDESTRIAN
CROSSWALK (SPC)
INTRODUCTION
SPC is a multifunctional C-ITS device, which improves traffic safety on unregulated
pedestrian crosswalks. The design of the device is intended to comply with all
requirements concerning the roadside C-ITS applications. SPC monitors the situation
on traffic lanes and sidewalks and has several safety and notification functions
implemented.
It supports dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) and vehicle-to-everything
communication (V2X) protocols over the LTE or 5G network, enabling automatic
communication between all communication-ready traffic entities. The main task of the
SPC is to improve the awareness of road users located nearby and to notify road users
of the probable traffic hazard. To detect the situations involving traffic hazards, narrow
artificial intelligence algorithms are used, which are capable of predicting the moving
trajectories of the road users and warn them in advance.

SENSORS
In order to provide local intelligence to the pedestrian crossing the device is equipped with
many sensors to dynamically adapt to the changing environment. For example, during the
snowy and cold winter day the device knows that the stopping distance of the vehicles are
longer. SPC can also be equipped with vehicle-to-infrastructure communication modules to
communicate with the vehicles directly.

PROFIT FROM IMPROVED SAFETY

LAW VIOLATION DETECTION

In addition to reducing the impacts from
fatal accidents, there is a direct benefit also
from reduction of traffic injuries. In a city
with 100,000 inhabitants, the economic
benefit derived from the implementation of
SPC would be at least €1,000,000 per year.

Thanks to the cameras the device is able to
detect situations which are not considered
safe or are against the law. Considering that
traffic law can vary in different countries,
the software can be developed to detect
specific violations for fining the offenders.
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SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
DIMENSIONS *
Sign unit (W x L x H)
Pole (W x L x H)
Signage sticker (W x L)
Total (Wx L x H)

COMMUNICATION
200 x 705 x 885 mm
80 x 80 x 4000 mm
600 x 600 mm

IEEE 802.11™ WiFi

SPC-to-SPC

4G LTE*, 5G or optical cable

SPC-to-Customer

DSRC & C-V2X

SPC-to-Vehicles (ITS, V2X)

200 x 705 x 4720 mm

IEEE 802.11p™ / IEEE 802.11™
●● ●SAE J2735

ITS protocol standards

ETSI ITS G5 standard set

COMPUTATION
Core
Detection rate

IEEE WAVE standard set
On-board power-efficient AI computer
Min. 10 Hz or 10 FPS

RF paths

Dual, 5.180–5.930 GHz
-95 dBm @ 6 Mbps

Sensitivity

Multi GNSS (GPS, GLONASS, Galileo)

Positioning

SENSORS
Environment cameras
Licence plate cameras

3 custom wide-angle lens CMOS
sensors for 360-degree vision, 5MPix

IR lights

Individual intense IR LEDs per camera

Front & back hi-res imaging, 12 MPix

Speaker

Water resistant, 8 Ω, max. 50W, full range

Ultra-high precision of detecting

Time-of-flight cameras

vehicles (range 3 m to 60 m)
& pedestrians (range 2 m to 16 m)

Radar
Temperature
Air quality
Accelerometer & gyroscope
Noise

LIGHTS & SOUND

Pole lights
Signage lights

Addressable RGB LEDs on 3 sides
High-intensity addressable RGB LEDs
& uniform white backlight on both sides

16 m to 180 m, 11 km/h to 160 km/h
Surface, internal, external
o

o

-40 C to +70 C
CO, H2S, CH4, SO2, NO, NO2, O3, Cl2,
resolution 100 ppb
Vandalism, sagging, accident & severe

ADDITIONAL INFO
-40 °C to +65 °C

Operating temperature

max. 41 kg

Sign weight

storm detection
20 Hz – 18kHz, sensitivity -50dB

Signage

TM

3M

retro-reflective sticker
ISO 9001:2015

Manufacturing certifications

POWER
Voltage from the grid
Peak power usage
Internal battery (optional)

●● ISO 13485:2016
●● ISO 14001:2015

AC 230 V, 50 Hz
500 W
12 V 40 Ah VRLA battery

* Standard product intended for urban environment. May vary
depending on local requirements & regulations. For more
information about the technical specifications and options,
please contact Bercman directly via e-mail info@bercman.com

SPECIFICATIONS

STRONG TINTABLE
POLYCARBONATE CASE

TIME-OF-FLIGHT
SENSOR FOR VEHICLES
4G LTE
ANTENNA
V2X &WIFI
ANTENNAE

RADAR

HIGH-INTENSITY
INDIVIDUALLY
CONTROLLABLE LEDS

PRESSURE
EQUALIZER
LUMINOSITY
SENSOR
SURFACE
TEMP. SENSOR

AIR QUALITY
SENSOR
SPEAKER

TIME-OF-FLIGHT
SENSOR FOR
PEDESTRIANS

CAMERAS

CAMERA

DUST & WEATHER
PROOF METAL CASING

HI-RES LICENCE
PLATE CAMERAS
INDIVIDUALLY
CONTROLLABLE LEDS
BACKLIT RETRO-REFLECTIVE
SWAPPABLE 3MTM STICKER

SCALE APPROX. 1:6.5

STEEL POST
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PRINCIPLES

OPERATING
PRINCIPLES

BASE FEATURES

ANALYSIS & STATISTICS

ACCIDENT PREVENTION

Visual 360° live image feed

360° detection

AI collision avoidance system

Temperature (int., ext., surface)

Classification

Trajectory calculation

Air quality

Counting

360° video recording

Humidity

Location

Sensor data recording

Luminosity

Speed measurement

Automated hazard report

Visibility

Statistics

Warning LED lights & sound alarm

Noise

Licence plate detection

Law breaking detection

Sagging

Notification LED lights

V2X notifications

30+ FEATURES THAT ACTIVATE WHEN NEEDED
The Smart Pedestrian Crosswalk solution helps to improve the
traffic safety on unregulated pedestrian crosswalks and can be
used as an alternative to several times more expensive traffic
light solutions. Furthermore, traffic light solutions do not have
dynamic capabilities to detect dangerous situations and take
precautionary measures.

Considering that in EU the long-term cost
is €1,500,000 for a traffic fatality and
€800,000 for a permanent disability, every
prevented accident is of very high value.
Alternative products are primarily designed to communicate with
a driver only, and their main task is to inform the driver about the
presence of a vulnerable road user in the imminent surroundings

of the crosswalk. The warning signals are forwarded to the driver
automatically by sensors or manually, when a pedestrian or a
bicyclist has to press a button. The most significant advantage
of the SPC solution is the operating principle of the controlling
software, which, differently from alternatives on the market,
is based on narrow artificial intelligence and is able to predict
situation-based conflicts and take measures to prevent them.

All of the SPC features are activated
whenever needed. During active traffic, all
of the weather information is still available.
The same applies for accident prevention. All
of the information is accessible despite the
situation on or around the crosswalk.

WARNING METHODS

REGULAR OPERATION

If the pedestrian does not intend to cross the road and continues
on the trajectory, which predictably will not intersect the road, no
visible or audible warnings are applied. Presumably the pedestrian
may cross the road in a place which is not designated for that.
In such case, the trajectory will be monitored and predicted in a
reasonable range. If the device detects the pedestrian's intention

to cross the road, drivers will be warned by flashing LEDs both
on the pole and on the smart traffic sign (along the sides of the
traffic sign sheet). Also, if the feature is installed, a DSRC (or 5G)
message about the road-crossing pedestrian is transmitted to
the vehicle. At the same time, data from other sensors are always
available.

ACCIDENT PREVENTION

If the device detects a potentially hazardous situation which
might cause the pedestrian to be run over by the vehicle, it will
draw the road user's attention and will elicit their reactions
through audible and visual warnings. Red LEDs flashing both on
the pole and on the smart traffic sign will quickly make it clear to
the pedestrian and the vehicle driver that something is wrong.

Audible signal from the device is sounded to warn primarily the
pedestrian of the imminent dangerous situation. A message
about the pedestrian in danger can be transmitted to the vehicle
and it might react before the driver could. Optional features
include recording the data of the hazardous situation and sending
them automatically to the relevant party.
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USE CASES

AVERAGE SPEED ENFORCEMENT
Average speed cameras have encouraged a significant
improvement in driver behaviour. For example, in
Scotland on the A9, A77 and A90 roads average speed
measurement is enforced and 99 out of every 100
vehicles are now driving at speeds of 70 mph or less.
This has resulted in 31% less people killed or seriously
injured on A9 road and up to 74% on A77 road.
This is a significant improvement when considered
against the fact 3 out of every 5 vehicles were speeding
under the previous enforcement regime of fixed and
mobile cameras. Only 1 out of every 2500 vehicles are
now driving at speeds of more than 10 mph over the
speed limit. SPC can be used as a measurement station.
Source: Transport Scotland, "A90 Road" (2018)

DATA GATHERING AND USAGE
Utilization of SPC many sensors allow great data gathering
features which can be beneficial in numerous ways.
For example, air-quality data can help municipalities
to improve traffic flow, temperature measurements
including IR thermometer provide live data on the road
conditions and much more.
All the data are readily available for the clients to
download through customer portal. Currently we have
integrated a sensor to measure carbon monoxide (CO),
hydrogen sulphide (H2S), ethanol (CH3CH2OH), sulphur
dioxide (SO2), ozone (O3), chlorine (Cl2), nitrogen dioxide
(NO2), n-Heptane (C6H14), methane (CH4) and saturated
hydrocarbons (CnHn+2). New sensors (i.e. particulate
matter or PM2.5 sensor) and data collection devices can
be easily integrated.

AUTOMATED REPORTING
Automated reporting is offered to our clients, where
reports containing relevant and desired information are
delivered at specified intervals or after a triggered event,
so users don't have to spend the time to go and look for
it in the Dashboard.
Smart Pedestrian Crosswalk can provide such scheduled
reports once a week or every month to a relevant party
upon request. Reporting settings can be modified in the
Dashboard through the customer portal.

USE CASES

ON-LINE MONITORING
One important aspect of any Internet of Things device
is the ability to collect and visualize data for analysis.
Seeing trends in sensor readings over time can be
useful for identifying problem or research traffic-related
behaviours.
Bercman offers our customers to access the portal and
to monitor the status of the device, download historical
data of the sensors and receive raw data for research
and development.

LAW VIOLATION
There are around 300 million vehicles in Europe alone,
and this number is continuously increasing. Growing
number of vehicles can present a danger to other people
around them and that is why Smart Pedestrian Crosswalk
helps to detect unfavourable activities.
Some examples of the law violations the SPC is able
to automatically detect and register, are speeding, not
allowing pedestrians to cross the road and jaywalking.
The SPC can also record crashes, which are followed by
automated reporting to local emergency services.
Please contact Bercman directly or through your local
supplier to discuss law violation detection possibilities
now and in the future using SPC or similar technologies
developed by Bercman.

INFRASTRUCTURE-TO-VEHICLE (C-ITS)
According to the Cooperative Intelligent Transport
Systems (C-ITS) Platform initiated by the European
Commission, C-ITS uses technologies that allow road
vehicles to communicate with other vehicles, with traffic
signals and roadside infrastructure as well as with other
road users.
These systems are also known as vehicle-tovehicle communications, or vehicle-to-infrastructure
communications. Smart Pedestrian Crosswalk can be
equipped (by internal integration) with Dedicated Short
Range Communication (DSRC ), 5G or Hybrid technology
to communicate with the connected vehicles.
Read more about V2X and its advantages in the near
coming years on page 18.
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SENSOR FUSION

SENSOR FUSION & RANGES
INCREASED ACCURACY, HIGHER RELIABILITY
Usually, sensors have been implemented as separate
components, but now all the relevant data can be intelligently and
synchronously linked by sensor fusion. Sensor fusion enables
the device to essentially sense the world very close to how we,
humans, perceive the world through all our senses. This allows
the software to increase detection accuracy to near perfect.

Sensor fusion is combining of sensory data
or data derived from disparate sources
such that the resulting information has
less uncertainty than would be possible
when these sources were used individually.
Sensor fusion is what makes the Smart Pedestrian Crosswalk
system possible in the first place. Special attention has been
paid to the functional safety. The inclusion of redundancies and
plausibility checks – that is, the system’s internal check whether
the environmental data have been recorded correctly – prevents
erroneous interpretation of the data. The signals from different
device sensors are compared with one another.
The SPC utilizes cameras, solid state LiDARs (Light Detection and
Ranging) and radars to get a proper sense of its surroundings.
Radar is a widely spread vehicle detection system that uses radio
waves to determine the range, angle, or velocity of objects. Lidar
is a surveying method that measures distance to a target by
illuminating the target with pulsed light invisible to the eye and
measuring the reflected pulses with a sensor to measure distance
of the objects. Whereas autonomous vehicles commonly use

lidars which need to rotate in order to operate, the SPC uses
state-of-the-art solid state lidars. These make our devices more
resilient to traffic vibrations and normal wear.
The wide-angle cameras give the SPC a 360-degree horizontal
field of view with highest accuracy up to 30 meters from the
device (see figure on the right). The video feed for detecting
pedestrians and vehicles is available 24/7 as each camera also
utilises bright infrared LEDs during dark times.
In order to double check and supplement the object distance
calculation algorithm, solid state lidars are used, which differ
according to the objects that need to be detected. As each smart
crosswalk comes with two SPC devices, these will be set up so
two lidars are checking pedestrians on the crosswalk and other
two are checking for oncoming vehicles (see figure on the right).
As vehicles pose a great threat to VRUs, they need to be
recognised from further distances. For this reason, the SPC
device also comes with a radar which measures the speed of the
vehicles (see figure below). If a vehicle is caught speeding, the
licence plate will be automatically registered and sent to local law
enforcers with an exact date & time, image and the number. This
is chieved by two separate cameras with tele lenses, that are able
to take high resolution images of front & back licence plates and
on up to two lanes simultaneously (see the Figure down right).
Note that the maximum distances in the figures are indicative
and due to space constraints, they are not in proportion to the
other dimensions in the figures. For more info, contact us directly!
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DATA PROCESSING

DATA PROCESSING:
BIG DATA & SAFETY
DEMAND FOR BIG DATA TOOLS IS RISING
A smart city is an umbrella of terms used to describe the act of
designing a city or an urban development that is more agile and
sustainable to support life – in areas cutting across roads, traffic
control, sewerage systems, security, health and all other aspects
of technology. Big data is advancing the concept of smart cities.
Cities are getting smarter to fetch more helpful responses
through big data analytics to ensure there is ample space for the
city to be connected to a standard network.

Safety is very important for us not only on the streets, but
also in data management. Bercman applies necessary, and
appropriate to a risk, organisational, physical and technological
measures to protect personal data. These measures include
rules and procedures for employees, for managing data and IT
infrastructure, internal and external networks and protecting all
the equipment of Bercman.

The Smart Pedestrian Crosswalk system individually and in
mesh (several places within the city) can improve traffic safety
as well as contribute to the development of a truly smart city.
Traffic has a significant impact on the livability and efficiency
in cities. Efficient use of data and sensors will help to manage
traffic efficiently, regardless of the population surge. Smart traffic
management aims at making urban driving more seamless and
efficient. As smart cities evolve, services and infrastructure will
be more integrated. SPC is designed to blend seamlessly to the
existing environment, but at the same time offering new novel
and innovative ways to improve the livability of the city.

GDPR-COMPLIANCE

4G LTE, OPTICAL CABLE OR 5G

STATISTICS ONE CLICK AWAY

Bercman anonymises all images of
persons caught by traffic cameras almost
instantly. Bercman occasionally retains
personalised images for six months
olely to improve the traffic assessment
analytical model and provide increased
safety services. Personal privacy is
important to Bercman and we update
this privacy policy regularly. The version
published on Bercman website is always
the latest version.

SPC uses several data transfer methods
to ensure secure and reliable data
transfer. It can also be connected with
fibre optics for especially fast data
transfer. By default, the SPC system uses
4G LTE mobile communication network
to send information to centralized system
and a local WiFi network to establish
communication between the devices on
the crosswalk.

Access to image and video traffic data
stored in the data centres of different
divisions can be granted for traffic
management facilities, equipment and
application systems. Data analysis is an
important technique for municipalities
to improve the livability of their cities.
Mobility data can be tracked both for
pedestrians and vehicles, paying attention
to the classification of the road users.

DATA PROCESSING

CLOUD COMPUTING CAPABILITY
Our software is compatible with Microsoft Azure which is used to
provide our clients with the best possible level of Cybersecurity.
Cloud Based Smart Pedestrian Crosswalk Management System
provides our customers with well balanced access to all devices

offered by Bercman. A data dashboard combines a series of data
visualizations to present charts, metrics, and numerical values in
an intuitive and clean way. SPC protects devices and their data
with encryption.

DATA HANDLING PROCESS
Risk analysis is a data protection impact assessment (DPIA)
of a product, in this case the SPC. In giving an opinion or
comment, Grant Thornton Baltic has proceeded from the
information provided by Bercman Technologies, legal acts in
force and standard practice at the time of assessment. Bercman
Technologies has a well thought through process of how, for
what purposes and for how long they plan to use collected data

Sensors

SPC DATA
Cameras

Vehicles

Analyzation
by the local
Artificial
Intelligence

Pedestrians

for product development purposes. The traffic data to be used for
the purposes of improving the predictive model is anonymised, i.e.
all the features of people and car number plates will be pixelated
and the data deleted after 6 months of retention period. The
company's cloud service provider has SLA and regularly tested
disaster recovery plan.

Anonymization:
blurred faces and
licence plates
Law enforcement
authorities upon
hazard

Bercman
Operating
System

Customer
Maintenance
Software
development
Research &
development
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V2X

VEHICLE-TO-EVERYTHING
OR V2X COMMUNICATION
CONNECTED TRAFFIC FOR INCREASED SAFETY
Connectivity is the name given to communication between one
vehicle and another, and between a vehicle and the infrastructure.
For instance with traffic lights or traffic control systems such as
Smart Pedestrian Crosswalk.
Within the field of connected mobility, vehicle-to-X communication
(V2X) refers to a direct communication both between vehicles
(vehicle-to-vehicle/V2V) and between vehicles and the stationary
infrastructure (vehicle-to-infrastructure/V2I).
V2X communication enables vehicles to collect information in a
fraction of a second – for example about traffic light sequences
and construction sites – either from preceding vehicles or from
traffic management systems – and to process this information
immediately The most important aspect here is road safety.
V2X communication warns and informs the driver within a short
time about hazardous situations such as accidents, black ice,
Vulnerable Road User (VRU), even if they are not yet visible from
the vehicle. During an automated journey, the vehicle could brake
independently in such cases at a safe distance without the driver
having to intervene. Under adverse environmental conditions such
as snow, fog, or dirt on the road surface, information that cannot
be collected in full by the vehicle’s sensors can be supplemented
with information arriving via V2X communication. This represents
an ideal addition to automated driving.
Roads account for about 35 percent of passenger kilometres
travelled in the 2018 baseline, and connectivity can help to get the
most out of existing streets. Allowing vehicles to communicate
with each other enables them to drive closer together.
On average, simulations have proven, that V2X traffic management
can drastically reduce traffic jams and pollution that vehicles
produce while waiting behind a traffic light while there is nobody
crossing the road. Studies have estimated that such vehicle-tovehicle communication could increase the effective capacity of
roads by 5 to 10 percent, although the exact benefits will depend
on the degree of penetration. For V2X to be useful for increasing
safety, major card companies have started embedding devices
into their vehicles, but municipalities still need to follow suit.
Sources: Investigation of automated vehicle effects on driver’s behaviour and traffic
performance, Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute, 2016;
Research on the impacts of connected and autonomous vehicles (CAVs) on traffic flow,
UK Department for Transport, 2016; Lex Fridman, MIT Deep learning Self-Driving Cars:
State-of-the-Art, 2019

SPC &V2X

Providing vehicles with 360° awareness, detecting hidden threats
beyond anything a driver or on-board sensors cannot see.

Standard safety message to vehicles about the presence of Vulnerable
Road Users (VRU).

Collision risk warning or Vulnerable Road User (VRU) impact warning.

Road conditions warnings and road works notifications.

Emergency vehicle approaching.

Speed limit warning & penalty notifications.
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INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION
OF THE SPC
SWITCHABLE SIGN

Choose the retro-reflective 3MTM sticker design specific to your country's requirements or custom needs. The same technology can
also be harnessed all over the world around different traffic scenarios with a smart sign the customer needs.

MOUNTING OPTIONS

By default, the SPC comes together with a custom pole with 2 meters of individually controlled LEDs on 3 sides: along the motorway
and across the crosswalk towards oncoming pedestrians. If needed, the SPC device can also be mounted onto existing poles. The
polycarbonate dome can also be tinted for more aesthetic look. For a custom solution, contact us.

VERSATILE SOLUTION IN MANY USE CASES

The SPC has been designed with pedestrian crosswalks and active traffic in mind. It is most suitable to be used in less busy streets,
where road users usually loose their guard The SPC is perfect near locations, where the most vulnerable pedestrians — children, elderly, blind people — are actively moving around, but also in places that might be less visible to drivers during daytime or nighttime. In
addition to these focus locations, the same technology can be well exploited for example in bus stops, along the highways, on bicycle
crossings, around schools, near shopping centre entrances or elsewhere, where there is traffic.

INSTALLATION

DIFFERENT ROAD LAYOUTS

The SPC uses latest Artificial Intelligence (AI) software to make sense of its surroundings. For example, this allows the device to separate pedestrian, bicycle and vehicle roads. The crosswalk setup is suitable for 1+1 road, 1+1 road separated by a safety island, 2+1 or
2+2 road. In order to specify the number of SPC devices necessary per crosswalk, contact us directly.

ALL-IN-ONE SOLUTION MEANS EASY SETUP!
All of the SPC sensors have been embedded into the sign. This means no additional hardware needs to be installed. Just set up a
foundation, lock the SPC in, connect it to the mains power — 230 VAC 50 Hz in Europe, 120 VAC 60 Hz in Canada and USA — and the
AI will calibrate and adjust itself and take care of the rest.
Sample setup with a concrete foundation with default dimensions has been presented below. The height of the SPC device depends
on the depth of the foundation and the specific setup, the current height is indicative. The smart sign will be installed according to local
regular traffic sign installation regulations after a permit has been received. Our team is glad to help you with all the additional details.
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~
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Scale 1:12
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ADDITIONAL INFO

CUSTOMER PORTAL
& INTEGRATION
Administration Dashboard for accessing all
your SPC devices. Dashboard data flow can
be integrated into existing control panel or
central control system using our API.

MOBILE APPLICATION
& AUTOMATED REPORTS
Locate and track SPC through mobile devices anywhere
in the world. Get real time status updates and limited access to the SPC for maintenance purposes. Thanks to our
mobile application, you are able to get automated reports
anywhere at any time. Maintenance is easier than ever.

STANDARDS
& SECURITY
The hardware has been developed by industry professionals, who make sure
that every component of the SPC is consistent with latest standards and CE
requirements. Our software has been developed by computer vision, AI and
cryptosecurity scientists, who use the latest advancements in the SPC.

ORDERING
& PAYMENT
The Smart Pedestrian Crosswalk solution can either be purchased or
rented for a fixed amount of time, getting all of the possible updates
on the go. This is the future, this is infrastructure as a service (IaaS).
Contact info@bercman.com or your local representative for ordering.

ADDITIONAL INFO

PILOT CROSSWALK
AT TALLINN, ESTONIA

NEW CHOICE,
NEW POSSIBILITIES

REGULAR SIGNAGE

SMART PEDESTRIAN CROSSWALK

REGULAR TRAFFIC LIGHT
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